The following is an index of the major topics addressed in the AAN A Journal during 2001. The index is alphabetized according to headings, and entries appear in chronological order within the headings. Author and subject indexes are integrated.
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| Adverse outcomes:  
  The AAN A Foundation closed malpractice claims study, 301; Preventable adverse patient outcomes: A closed claims analysis of respiratory incidents, 386 |
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Barber KR: see Zuwala R
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Biehl JW: Military and civilian penetrating eye trauma: Anesthetic implications, 31
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The BIS monitor: A review and technology assessment, 477
Blanchfield D: see Schlesinger S
Bloomquist T: Amputation and phantom limb pain: A pain-prevention model, 211
Blumenreich GA: see Legal Briefs, 5, 10; 91; 136; 365, 449
Body temperature:
see AANA Journal Course, Part 5, 485
Books and Multimedia of Interest:
   Clinical Guide of Pediatric Anesthesia, 101;
   Foundations of Anesthesia: Basic and Clinical Science, 102; LexiDrugs, 193; AnesthesiaDrugs, 193; Ostheimer's Manual of Obstetric Anesthesia, 255; Awareness During Anesthesia, 255; Bonica's Management of Pain, 371; Cardiac Anesthesia: Principles and Clinical Practice, 452; Molecular Bases of Anesthesia, 453
Bronchospasm:
see AANA Journal Course, Part 3, 317
Bullae:
   Anesthetic implications in epidermolysis bullosa dystrophica, 114
Bupivacaine:
   A comparison of motor block between ropivacaine and bupivacaine for continuous labor epidural analgesia, 54; Mode of delivery following labor epidural analgesia: influence of ropivacaine and bupivacaine, 259; Transient radiculopathy after 5% lidocaine or 0.75% bupivacaine spinal anesthesia in 3 surgical positions, 399
Canady J, Hargrove M, Ganz A: Transient radiculopathy after 5% lidocaine or 0.75% bupivacaine spinal anesthesia in 3 surgical positions, 399
Capizzi F, Greenberg RS: The Connell airway: A feasibility study, 473
Celeksi D, Micho J, Walters L: Anesthetic implications of a partial molar pregnancy and associated complications, 49
Central sensitization:
see AANA Journal Course, Part 2, 223
Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist shortage:
see Education News, 379; 455
Cesarean section:
The impact of nalbuphine on side effects due to Intrathecal morphine at cesarean section, 199;
Mode of delivery following labor epidural analgesia: Influence of ropivacaine and bupivacaine, 259
Charges [monetary]:
Cost analysis in vitrectomy: Monitored anesthesia care and general anesthesia, 111
Child:
Reducing anxiety in parents before and during pediatric anesthesia induction, 21 [correction, 88]; Prevention of vomiting after general anesthesia for pediatric ophthalmic surgery, 39; Anesthesia in a child with Rett syndrome: A case report and literature review, 395
Chronic nonmalignant pain:
Amputation and phantom limb pain: A pain-prevention model, 211
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see AANA Journal Course, Part 6, 59
Closed claims:
The AANA Foundation closed malpractice claims study, 301; Preventable adverse patient outcomes: A closed claims analysis of respiratory incidents, 386; Preinduction activities: A closed malpractice claims perspective, 461
Collagenase:
   Anesthetic implications in epidermolysis bullosa dystrophica, 114
Combined technique:
The addition of interscalene block to general anesthesia for patients undergoing open shoulder procedures, 105
Communication:
see Legal Briefs, 5, 10
A comparison of motor block between ropivacaine and bupivacaine for continuous labor epidural analgesia, 54
Compliance:
Relative value guide basic units in operating room scheduling to ensure compliance with anesthesia group policies for surgical procedures performed at each anesthetizing location, 120
Complications:
- Prevention of vomiting after general anesthesia for pediatric ophthalmic surgery, 39; Anesthetic implications of a partial molar pregnancy and associated complications, 49; Undisclosed port-wine stain—Anesthetic implications and psychosocial considerations: A case report, 206; Preventable adverse patient outcomes: A closed claims analysis of respiratory incidents, 386; see AANA Journal Course, Part 5, 485

The Connell airway: A feasibility study, 473

Consortium:
- see Legal Briefs, 169

Contamination:
- The prevalence of visible and/or occult blood on anesthesia and monitoring equipment, 44

Contracts:
- see Legal Briefs, 10

Coopmans CA: see Books and Multimedia of Interest, 101

Coopmans VC: see Books and Multimedia of Interest, 102

Corbitt KD: see Imagining in Time, 15

Coronary artery disease:
  - Transmyocardial laser revascularization, 195

Correction: 88, 236

Cost factors:
- Cost analysis in vitrectomy: Monitored anesthesia care and general anesthesia, 111; The BIS monitor: A review and technology assessment, 477

Council for Public Interest in Anesthesia, Official listing of members, 501

Council on Accreditation:
- List of programs to be reviewed during fiscal year 2002, 492; Official listing of members, Recognized educational programs, 492

Council on Certification of Nurse Anesthetists, Official listing of members, 501

Council on Recertification of Nurse Anesthetists, Official listing of members 501

Cricoid pressure:
- Modified rapid-sequence induction of anesthesia: A survey of current clinical practice, 291

Criminal prosecution:
- see Legal Briefs, 10

Crawforth K: see Jordan LM

CRNA shortage:
- see Education News, 379

Culpepper TL: Anesthetic implications in epidermolysis bullosa dystrophica, 114

E

Edema:
- Undisclosed port-wine stain—Anesthetic implications and psychosocial considerations: A case report, 206

Education:
- see AANA Journal Course, Part 6, 59; see Education News, 179 [correction, 256]; Learning from a nurse anesthetist perspective: a qualitative study, 273

Education News:
- The case for teaching history to student nurse anesthetists, 179 [correction, 256]; Mentoring: A call to professional responsibility, 248; The National Commission on Nurse Anesthesia Education 10 years later: Part 1: The Commission years (1989-1994), 379; The National Commission on Nurse Anesthesia Education 10 years later—Part 2: Years following the Commission (1994 to present), 455

Damaging events:
- The AANA Foundation closed malpractice claims study, 301

Dead man's statute:
- See Legal Briefs, 449

Decontamination:
- The prevalence of visible and/or occult blood on anesthesia and monitoring equipment, 44

Depolarizing agents:
- Military and civilian penetrating eye trauma: Anesthetic implications, 31; see Letters, 88

Depth of anesthesia:
- Assessing pain responses during general anesthesia, 218; see Letters, 361

Dexter F, Thompson E: Relative value guide basic units in operating room scheduling to ensure compliance with anesthesia group policies for surgical procedures performed at each anesthetizing location, 120

Disability:
- see Legal Briefs, 365; see AANA Journal Course, Part 4, 413

Disclosure:
- Undisclosed port-wine stain—Anesthetic implications and psychosocial considerations: A case report, 206

Dix HM: New advances in the treatment of sickle cell disease: Focus on perioperative significance, 281

Documentation:
- Analysis of noteworthy indicators on the anesthesia record: A prospective, multiregional study, 407

Dosch M: see Biddle C

Dove C: see Biddle C

Drug effects [body temperature regulation]:
- see AANA Journal Course, Part 5, 485
Imagining in Time.
Horton BJ: see Education News, 379; 455
Hotchkiss MA, Mendoza SN: see AANA Journal Course, Part 6, 59
Hydatidiform mole:
Anesthetic implications of a partial molar pregnancy and associated complications, 49
Hydroxyurea:
New advances in the treatment of sickle cell disease: Focus on perioperative significance, 281
Hyperalgesia:
see AANA Journal Course, Part 2, 223
Hypothermia:
see AANA Journal Course, Part 5, 485

I-J

Imagining in Time:
Capsule history of the AANA Journal, 15
The impact of nalbuphine on side effects due to intrathecal morphine at cesarean section, 199
Implicit memory:
Evaluation of word associations as a reliable postoperative indicator of implicit memory formation during the intraoperative period, 27
Index to Advertisers, 80; 160; 240; 351; 439; 528
Induction:
Reducing anxiety in parents before and during pediatric anesthesia induction, 21 [correction, 88]; see Letters, 88
Inflammatory mediators:
see AANA Journal Course, Part 3, 317
Information for Authors, 66; 143; 230; 326; 438; 527
Information systems:
Relative value guide basic units in operating room scheduling to ensure compliance with anesthesia group policies for surgical procedures performed at each anesthetizing location, 120
Informed consent:
see Legal Briefs, 91; 169, 449
Injury:
Military and civilian penetrating eye trauma:
Anesthetic implications, 31; see Letters, 88
Interscalene block:
The addition of interscalene block to general anesthesia for patients undergoing open shoulder procedures, 105
Intraoperative period:
Evaluation of word associations as a reliable postoperative indicator of implicit memory formation during the intraoperative period, 27
Intraoperative temperature monitoring:
see AANA Journal Course, Part 5, 485
Intrathecal opioids:
The impact of nalbuphine on side effects due to intrathecal morphine at cesarean section, 199
Iontophoresis:
1% Lidocaine injection, EMLA cream, or “Numby Stuff” for topical analgesia associated with peripheral intravenous cannulation, 185
Ischemic pain:
The analgesic effects of subhypnotic doses of propofol in human volunteers with experimentally induced tourniquet pain
Jordan L: see Larson SL
Jordan LM, Kremer M, Crawforth K, Shott S: Data-drive practice improvement: The AANA Foundation closed malpractice claims study, 301
Judicial interpretation:
see Legal Briefs, 365

K

Karlet M, Nagelhout J: see AANA Journal Course, Part 3, 317
Knowledge base:
The phenomenon of change: A mountain or a river? 9
Kremer M: see Jordan LM; see Moody ML

L

Labor [obstetrics]:
A comparison of motor block between ropivacaine and bupivacaine for continuous labor epidural analgesia, 54
Larson SL, Jordan L: Preventable adverse patient outcomes: A closed claims analysis of respiratory incidents, 386
Laser surgery:
see AANA Journal Course, Part 1, 125; Transmyocardial laser revascularization, 195
Latex:
see AANA Journal Course, Part 4, 413
Latex-reduced environments:
see AANA Journal Course, Part 4, 413
Leadership:
see Education News, 248; see Education News, 379
Learning from a nurse anesthetist perspective: A qualitative study, 273
Leavitt M: see Huang JJ-H
Legal Briefs:
Anesthetists and the criminal law, 10; Conflict for the court, 91; How settlement affects the legal
Letters:
Reducing anxiety in patients before and during pediatric anesthesia induction, 88; Military and civilian penetrating eye trauma: Anesthetic implications, 88; Improved method of applying a safety strap to prevent ocular injury from a Mayfield horseshoe apparatus, 361; Assessing pain responses during general anesthesia, 449

Liability:
see Legal Briefs, 169

Lidocaine:
1% Lidocaine injection, EMLA cream, or “Numby Stuff” for topical analgesia associated with peripheral intravenous cannulation, 185

Local anesthesia:
A comparison of motor block between ropivacaine and bupivacaine, 259

Malignant hyperthermia:
see AANA Journal Course, Part 6, 59

Malpractice:
see Legal Briefs, 91; The AANA Foundation closed malpractice claims study, 301; Preinduction activities: A closed malpractice claims perspective, 461

Management:
Relative value guide basic units in operating room scheduling to ensure compliance with anesthesia group policies for surgical procedures performed at each anesthetizing location, 120

Mastropietro C: see Education News, 379, 461

Maye JP, Smith TL: Evaluation of word associations as a reliable postoperative indicator of implicit memory formation during the intraoperative period, 27

Mayhew JF: see Pierson J

Mayfield horseshoe apparatus:
see Letters, 361
Nagelhout J: see Biddle C
Nalmefene:
   The impact of nalmefene on side effects due to intrathecal morphine at cesarean section, 199
National Commission on Nurse Anesthesia Education:
   see Education News, 379; 455
Negligence per se:
   see Legal Briefs, 91
Neoplasia:
   Anesthetic implications of a partial molar pregnancy and associated complications, 49
Neuraxial side effects:
   The impact of nalmefene on side effects due to intrathecal morphine at cesarean section, 199
Neurologic injury:
   Military and civilian penetrating eye trauma:
      Anesthetic implications, 31; see Letters, 88
Neuropathic pain:
   Amputation and phantom limb pain: A pain-prevention model, 211
New advances in the treatment of sickle cell disease:
   Focus on perioperative significance, 281
Nick ML: see Hand R
Nitrous oxide:
   Prevention of vomiting after general anesthesia for pediatric ophthalmic surgery, 39
Nurse anesthesia:
   See Education News, 379; 455

Obstetrics:
   Anesthetic implications of a partial molar pregnancy and associated complications, 49; A comparison of motor block between ropivacaine and bupivacaine for continuous labor epidural analgesia, 54; The impact of nalmefene on side effects due to intrathecal morphine at cesarean section, 199; Mode of delivery following labor epidural analgesia: Influence of ropivacaine and bupivacaine, 259
Ocular injury:
   see Letters, 361
Occult blood:
   The prevalence of visible and/or occult blood on anesthesia and monitoring equipment, 44
Olson RL: see Gohl MR
Ondansetron:
   Prevention of vomiting after general anesthesia for pediatric ophthalmic surgery, 39
Operating room management:
   Relative value guide basic units in operating room scheduling to ensure compliance with anesthesia group policies for surgical procedures performed at each anesthetizing location, 120
Ophthalmic surgery:
   Military and civilian penetrating eye trauma:
      Anesthetic implications, 31; Prevention of vomiting after general anesthesia for pediatric ophthalmic surgery, 39; see Letters, 88; Cost analysis in vitrectomy: Monitored anesthesia care and general anesthesia, 111
Ouellette SM: see Education News, 379; 455
Outcome
   Preinduction activities: A closed malpractice claims perspective, 461

Paice JA: see Pellegrini JE
Pain:
   1% Lidocaine injection, EMLA cream, or “Numby Stuff” for topical analgesia associated with peripheral intravenous cannulation, 185; Amputation and phantom limb pain: A pain-prevention model, 211; Assessing pain responses during general anesthesia, 218; see AANA Journal Course, Part 2, 223; New advances in the treatment of sickle cell disease: Focus on perioperative significance, 281; see Letters, 361
Parents:
   Reducing anxiety in parents before and during pediatric anesthesia induction, 21 [correction, 88]
Partial molar pregnancy:
   Anesthetic implications of a partial molar pregnancy and associated complications, 49
Patient disclosure:
   Undisclosed port-wine stain—Anesthetic implications and psychosocial considerations: A case report, 206
Payout:
   Preinduction activities: A closed malpractice claims perspective, 461
Pediatrics:
   Reducing anxiety in parents before and during pediatric anesthesia induction, 21 [correction, 88]; Prevention of vomiting after general anesthesia for pediatric ophthalmic surgery, 39; Anesthesia in a child with Rett syndrome: A case report and literature review, 395
Pellegrini JE, Bailey SL, Graves J, Paice JA, Shott S, Faut-Callahan M: The impact of nalbuphine on side effects due to intrathecal morphine at caesarean section, 199
Peripheral sensitization:
see AANA Journal Course, Part 2, 223
Perry SM, Monaghan WP: The prevalence of visible and/or occult blood on anesthesia and monitoring equipment, 44
Phantom limb pain:
Amputation and phantom limb pain: a pain-prevention model, 211
Physiological response:
Assessing pain responses during general anesthesia, 218; see Letters, 361
Positioning, surgical:
Transient radiculopathy after 5% lidocaine or 0.75% bupivacaine spinal anesthesia in 3 surgical positions, 399
Positive-pressure ventilation:
Modified rapid-sequence induction of anesthesia: A survey of current clinical practice, 291
Port-wine stain:
Undisclosed port-wine stain—Anesthetic implications and psychosocial considerations: A case report, 206
Postoperative emesis:
Prevention of vomiting after general anesthesia for pediatric ophthalmic surgery, 39
Practice:
The phenomenon of change: A mountain or a river? 9
Practice management:
Relative value guide basic units in operating room scheduling to ensure compliance with anesthesia group policies for surgical procedures performed at each anesthetizing location, 120
Preemptive analgesia:
see AANA Journal Course, Part 2, 223
Pregnancy:
Anesthetic implications of a partial molar pregnancy and associated complications, 49
Preinduction activities:
Preinduction activities: A closed malpractice claims perspective, 461
Preoxygenation:
Modified rapid-sequence induction of anesthesia: A survey of current clinical practice, 291
The prevalence of visible and/or occult blood on anesthesia and monitoring equipment, 44
Preventable adverse patient outcomes: A closed claims analysis of respiratory incidents, 386
Prevention of vomiting after general anesthesia for pediatric ophthalmic surgery, 39
Primary hyperalgesia:
see AANA Journal Course, Part 2, 223
Professional development: see Education News, 248
Propofol:
The analgesic effects of subhypnotic doses of propofol in human volunteers with experimentally induced tourniquet pain, 466
Prosecution, criminal:
see Legal Briefs, 10
Publishing:
The phenomenon of change: A mountain or a river? 9; see Imagining in Time, 15
Qualitative case study:
Learning from a nurse anesthetist perspective: A qualitative study, 273
Quality assurance:
Analysis of noteworthy indicators on the anesthesia record: A prospective, multi-regional study, 407
Radicular irritation:
Transient radiculopathy after 5% lidocaine or 0.75% bupivacaine spinal anesthesia in 3 surgical positions, 399
Rapacuronium bromide: see Letters, 88
Rapid-sequence induction:
Modified rapid-sequence induction of anesthesia: A survey of current clinical practice, 291
Rauso L: see O’Donnell J
Record keeping:
Analysis of noteworthy indicators on the anesthesia record: A prospective, multi-regional study, 407
Recruitment and retention:
see Education News, 379
Reducing anxiety in parents before and during pediatric anesthesia induction, 21 [correction, 88]
Reese CA: see Books and Multimedia of Interest, 255
Regional anesthesia:
A comparison of motor block between ropivacaine and bupivacaine for continuous labor epidural analgesia, 54; The addition of interscalene block to general anesthesia for patients undergoing open shoulder procedures, 105; Cost analysis in vitrectomy: Monitored anesthesia care and general anesthesia, 111; Anesthetic implications in epidermolysis bullosa dystrophica, 114
Reimbursement:
see Education News, 379
Relative value guides:
Relative value guide basic units in operating room scheduling to ensure compliance with anesthesia
group policies for surgical procedures performed at each anesthetizing location, 120
Res ipsa loquitur:
see Legal Briefs, 10, 91, 450
Respiratory complications:
Preventable adverse patient outcomes: A closed claims analysis of respiratory incidents, 386
Rett syndrome:
Anesthesia in a child with Rett syndrome: A case report and literature review, 395
Revascularization:
Transmyocardial laser revascularization, 195
Riley GP: see Hand R
Risk management:
The AANA Foundation closed malpractice claims study, 301
Ropivacaine:
A comparison of motor block between ropivacaine and bupivacaine for continuous labor epidural analgesia, 54; Mode of delivery following labor epidural analgesia: influence of ropivacaine and bupivacaine, 259
Safety:
The hazards of surgical smoke, 125; see Letters, 361; see AANA Journal Course, Part 4, 413
Secondary hyperalgesia:
see AANA Journal Course, Part 2, 223
Sedation:
The Connell airway: A feasibility study, 473
Sell S: see O'Donnell J
Sensitization [pain]:
see AANA Journal Course, Part 2, 223 [pain]; see AANA Journal Course, Part 4, 413 [allergy]
Settlement:
see Legal Briefs, 169
Shott S: see Pellegrini JE; see Jordan LM; see Hand R
Shoulder surgery:
The addition of interscalene block to general anesthesia for patients undergoing open shoulder procedures, 105
Sickle cell disease:
New advances in the treatment of sickle cell disease: Focus on perioperative significance, 281
Side effects:
The impact of nalmefene on side effects due to intrathecal morphine at cesarean section, 199
Simulation:
see AANA Journal Course, Part 6, 59
Sjöström B: see Stomberg MW; see Letters, 361
Skin disease:
Anesthetic implications in epidermolysis bullosa dystrophica, 114
Smith PV, Walton DS: Prevention of vomiting after general anesthesia for pediatric ophthalmic surgery, 39
Smith TL: see Maye JP; see Books and Multimedia of Interest, 255
Smoke evacuation:
see AANA Journal Course, Part 1, 125
Spinal anesthesia:
Transient radiculopathy after 5% lidocaine or 0.75% bupivacaine spinal anesthesia in 3 surgical positions, 399
Staffing shortages:
see Education News, 379
Standard of care:
Preventable adverse patient outcomes: A closed claims analysis of respiratory incidents, 386
State-Trait Anxiety Inventory:
Reducing anxiety in parents before and during pediatric anesthesia induction, 21 [correction, 88]
Stomberg MW: see Letters, 361
Stomberg MW, Sjöström B, Haljamäe H: Assessing pain responses during general anesthesia, 218
Summary judgment:
see Legal Briefs, 169
Surgical plume:
see AANA Journal Course, Part 1, 125
Surgical position:
Transient radiculopathy after 5% lidocaine or 0.75% bupivacaine spinal anesthesia in 3 surgical positions, 399
Surgical smoke:
see AANA Journal Course, Part 1, 125
Swindoll-Crawford S: see Letters, 361
Talley HC V: see Books and Multimedia of Interest, 193; see Letters, 361
Temperature, body:
see AANA Journal Course, Part 5, 485
Terrorism:
Military and civilian penetrating eye trauma:
Anesthetic implications, 31; see Letters, 88
Theory:
The phenomenon of change: A mountain or a river? 9
Thermoregulation:
see AANA Journal Course, Part 5, 485
Thompson E: see Dexter F
Tort reform:
see Legal Briefs, 91
Tourniquet pain:
The analgesic effects of subhypnotic doses of propofol in human volunteers with experimentally induced tourniquet pain, 466

Toxic chemical by-products:
see AANA Journal Course, Part 1, 125

Transient radiculopathy after 5% lidocaine or 0.75% bupivacaine spinal anesthesia in 3 surgical positions, 399

Transmyocardial laser revascularization, 195

Trauma:
Military and civilian penetrating eye trauma:
Anesthetic implications, 31; see Letters, 88

Trivial Pursuit:
Evaluation of word associations as a reliable postoperative indicator of implicit memory formation during the intraoperative period, 27

U-V

Undisclosed port-wine stain—Anesthetic implications and psychosocial considerations: A case report, 206
Vacchiano CA: see Gohl MR

Vascular injury:
Military and civilian penetrating eye trauma:
Anesthetic implications, 31; see Letters, 88
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Modified rapid-sequence induction of anesthesia: A survey of current clinical practice, 291

Vigilance:
Preventable adverse patient outcomes: A closed claims analysis of respiratory incidents, 386

Vitrectomy:
Cost analysis in vitrectomy: monitored anesthesia care and general anesthesia, 111

Vomiting:
Prevention of vomiting after general anesthesia for pediatric ophthalmic surgery, 39

W-Z

Walters L: see Celeski D
Walton DS: see Smith PV
Warming methods, perioperative:
see AANA Journal Course, Part 5, 485

Waugaman W: see Biddle C
Wong E: see Books and Multimedia of Interest, 453

Word associations:
Evaluation of word associations as a reliable postoperative indicator of implicit memory formation during the intraoperative period, 27

Work environment:
see AANA Journal Course, Part 4, 413

Workforce:
see Education News, 379

Wren KR: Learning from a nurse anesthetist perspective: A qualitative study, 273

Zaglaniczny K: see Biddle C; see AANA Journal Course, Part 4, 413

Zuwala R, Barber KR: Reducing anxiety in parents before and during pediatric anesthesia induction, 21 [correction, 88]